We show that the Waring's number over a finite field Fq, denoted g(k, q), when exists, coincides with the diameter of the generalized Paley graph Γ(k, q) = Cay(Fq, R k ) with
Introduction
Motivation and historical background. The classical problem, introduced in 1770 by Edward Waring, asks whether given a natural number k, there is a number g(k) such that every natural number can be written as the sum of at most a number g(k) of k-th powers. For instance, g(1) = 1, g(2) = 4, g(3) = 9. This fact was proved by Hilbert in 1909 and it is known as the Hilbert-Waring theorem since then.
In the context of finite fields, given a finite field F q and a positive integer k, the problem is to decide if it is possible to express every element of the field as a sum of k-th powers in the field. In this case, the Waring's number g(k, q) is the minimal value s such that every element of F q is a sum of a number s of k-th powers. It is not difficult to see that g(k, q) = g(gcd(k, q − 1), q), and thus we will always assume that k | q − 1 (if (k, q − 1) = 1 then g(k, q) = g(1, q) = 1). Notice that the Waring's number in finite fields does not necessarily exists, for instance if we take k = 4 and q = 9 (see Lemma 3.1).
There are three general methods to estimate g(k, q), and if possible to calculate it: (a) additive combinatorics, (b) circle methods (exponential sums) and (c) lattice methods. We propose to use a new strategy, based on the computation of the diameter of Cayley graphs whose vertex sets are the finite fields and whose connection set is the multiplicative subgroup of k-th powers, the so called generalized Paley graphs. This point of view was previously explored by Hamidoune (according to García-Solé) and by García-Solé (see [6] ) in the case q = p is a prime, and used by the last authors to find a lower bound for g(k, p).
Outline and results. We now summarize the results of the paper. In Section 2, we briefly survey the results about Waring's numbers over finite fields in the literature, reflecting the fact that, although there are many upper bounds for g(k, q), very few exact formulas and lower bounds for g(k, q) are known.
In Section 3, we relate Waring's numbers g(k, q) with certain Cayley graphs of the form Γ(k, q) = Cay(F q , R k ) with R k = {x k : x ∈ F * q }, the so called generalized Paley graphs (GPgraphs, for short). In Lemma 3.1 we give conditions on Γ(k, q) to be connected, or equivalently, for g(k, q) to exists. In Theorem 3.3 we show that, when exists, g(k, q) equals the diameter of Γ(k, q).
In the next section, we consider GP-graphs which are Hamming graphs H(b, q), since these graphs have known diameter b. In Theorem 4.1, for q = p a , we prove that
for every b > 1, provided that b | q b−1 + · · · + q + 1. Then, we use this result to show in Proposition 4.7 that every positive integer is the Waring's number of some pair (k, q). Section 5 is somehow technical and can be skipped at first reading. We give necessary and sufficient arithmetical conditions for b to divide q b−1 + · · · + q + 1. We will use this conditions to find infinite families of pairs k, q for which we give the exact value g(k, q).
Section 6 contains the main results in the paper. Given a prime p and integers a, b where b is coprime with p, in Theorem 6.1 we give simple conditions on b and p a such that
Special cases are given in Corollaries 6.2-6.4 and 6.8-6.10. In Proposition 6.11 we show that if b is an integer coprime with a prime p and a is a multiple of ϕ(rad(b)) then (1.1) holds. In particular, if b = r t with r prime, formula (1.1) holds provided r − 1 | a (see Corollary 6.13).
Finally, in Section 7, we give a new explicit lower bound for g(k, p) with p an odd prime. There are only two known lower bounds (to our best knowledge) for g(k, q), one of them for q = p prime. By using circulant GP-graphs (those associated to F p ) and using a known bound for the diameter of these graphs, for a prime p ≡ 1 (mod 2h) we get (see Proposition 7.1)
. This bound only depends on the parameters p and h (compare with (2.3) below).
Summary of known results
Here we briefly summarize the most important facts on the numbers g(k, q). See [14] for more information. Here, let q = p m with p prime and m a natural number and put n = q−1 k . We divide the results into two categories: exact values and bounds. We list the results chronologically. Exact values for g(k, p) with p prime.
(a) We have g(k, p) = k for k = 1, 2, p−1 2 and p − 1 (1813, [1] ; 1977, [16] ). (b) Small computed some exact values of g(k, 17) and g(k, 2) = 1 for any k and the values for g(3, p) for p prime. Namely, g(3, 7) = 3, g(3, p) = 2 for p ≡ 1 (mod 3) and p = 7 and g(3, p) = 1 for all other primes (1977, [16] ).
(c) Moreno and Castro gave some conditions depending on the p-adic weight of k and the field size q to have g(k, q) = 2 or g(k, q) ≤ 2 (2003, [12] ). (d) If a, b are the unique positive integers with a > b such that a 2 + b 2 + ab = p then (2007, [3] )
(e) If a, b are the unique positive integers with a > b such that a 2 + b 2 = p, then g(k, p) = a − 1 for n = 4 (2007, [3] ).
Exact values for g(k, p m ) with m > 1.
(a) If 2 ≤ k < 4 √ q + 1 then g(k, q) = 2 (1977, [17] ).
(b) If k | p ℓ + 1 then g(k, p 2ℓs ) = 2 for s = 1 (2008, [13] , for k = p ℓ + 1; 2018, [15] , for k = p ℓ + 1). (c) Let p, r be primes such that p is a primitive root modulo r m for some m ∈ N. Then
where ϕ denotes the Euler's totient function. If in addition p and r are odd, then
(2010, [20] for the case m = 1 and [9] for the general case).
Upper bounds.
There are many upper bounds in the literature. These are the most typical results on Waring's numbers. We divide them into two cases, q = p prime and q a prime power.
Upper bounds for g(k, p) with p prime. Here n = p−1 k .
(a) g(k, p) ≤ k with equality for k = 1, 2, p−1 2 , p − 1 (1813, [1] ). (b) If k is a proper divisor of p − 1 and k ≥ (q − 1) 4 7 , then g(k, p) ≤ 170 k 7/3 (p−1) 4/3 ln p (1988, [5] ). (c) If k < p(ln ln p) 1−ε ln p then g(k, p) ≪ (ln k) 2+ε (1994, [10] ). (d) For any ε > 0 there exists a costant c ε such that for any k ≥ 2 and p ≥ k ln k (ln(ln k+1)) 1−ε , then g(k, p) ≤ c ε (ln k) 2+ε (1994, [10] ). (e) If n ≥ 2, then g(k, p) ≤ 83 √ k (2008, [4] ). Upper bounds for g(k, p m ) with m > 1.
(a) If q s−1 > (k − 1) 2s then g(k, q) ≤ s (1998, [18] ). (b) If d = p−1 (n,p−1) then g(k, q) ≤ m g(d, p) (1998, [18] ). [8] ). (e) For any ε > 0, k ≤ q 1−ε and if F q = F p (x k ) for some x ∈ F q , there is a constant c(ε) such that g(k, q) ≤ c(ε) (2011, [7] ).
Lower bounds.
To our knowledge, there are only two lower bounds for Waring's numbers.
(a) If p is a prime with p ≡ 1 (mod k) for some k, then
where c k is some constant only depending on k (1993, [6] ). (b) If r is prime and p is a primitive root of unity modulo r then (2001, [19] )
Generalized Paley graphs and the Waring's problem
If G is a group and S is a subset of G not containing 0, the Cayley graph Γ = X(G, S) is the digraph with vertex set G and where two vertices u, v form a directed edge from v to u in Γ if and only if v − u ∈ S. If S is symmetric (S = −S), then X(G, S) is a simple (undirected) graph.
Let q = p m with p a prime number and k a non-negative integer with k | q −1. The generalized Paley graph (or GP-graph for short) is the Cayley graph
is the graph whit vertex set F q and two vertices u, v ∈ F q are neighbors if and only if v − u = x k for some x ∈ F * q . These graphs are denoted by GP (q, q−1 k ) in [11] . Notice that if ω is a primitive element of F q , then R k = ω k , and this implies that Γ(k, q) is a q−1 k -regular graph. Assuming that k | q−1 2 if p is odd one has that Γ(k, q) is a simple graph. For p = 2, the first condition is not necessary since in this case the graph Γ(k, q) is always undirected. When k = 1 we get the complete graph Γ(1, q) = K q and when k = 2 we get the classic Paley graph Γ(2, q) = P (q).
The graph Γ is connected if for any pair of vertices u, v there is a walk from u to v. In this case, we denote by d(u, v) the distance between u and v, i.e. the minimum length of a walk from u to v.
We collect algebraic, spectral and arithmetic conditions for a GP-graph to be connected. Lemma 3.1. Let Γ(k, q) with q = p m and n = q−1 k . The following are equivalent:
Proof. The equivalence (a) ⇔ (b) is known for general Cayley graphs and (b) ⇔ (c) is clear from the definitions. From spectral graph theory one knows that (a) ⇔ (d). Recall that n is a primitive divisor of p m − 1 if n does not divide p t − 1 for every t < m. Thus, (a) ⇔ (e) follows by the definition of GP-graphs and (e) ⇔ (f ) is straightforward.
Recall that a walk of length s from u to v in Γ is a sequence of edges e 1 , . . . , e s of Γ such that
There is a walk of length s in Γ(k, q) from u to v if and only if there exist
Proof. If uw and wv are edges of Γ(k, p),
Clearly w is a vertex, uw and wv are edges of Γ and hence there is a 2-walk from u to v. The general result follows by induction.
We now give a general strategy that can be used to compute Waring's numbers. We will relate the number g(k, q) with the diameter of the graph Γ(k, q). This was previously used by Hamadoune in the case q = p prime (as mentioned by García-Solé in ( [6] ). Recall that the diameter of Γ is its maximal eccentricity, given by
That is, the diameter of Γ is the greatest length between all minimal walks in Γ.
Proof. We first show that the diameter can be realized with paths starting from
, and we have that
Now, by (3.3), there exists a ∈ F * q such that δ(Γ) = d(0, a). Denote by s the Waring's number, that is s = g(k, q). Then, there are elements x 1 , . . . , x s such that
This induces a walk of length s from 0 to a in Γ, and therefore δ ≤ s by minimality of the distance d(0, a). Notice that every element of F * q can be written as a δ sum of k-th powers. In fact, if c ∈ F * q with d(0, c) = s ′ then s ′ ≤ δ, then there exist y 1 , . . . , y s ′ such that y k 1 + · · ·+ y k s ′ = c. Defining y s ′ +1 = · · · = y δ = 0 we obtain that y k 1 + · · · + y k δ = c as desired. By minimality of the Waring's number g(k, q), we obtain that s ≤ δ. Therefore, g(k, q) = δ(Γ) as we wanted. (ii) The previous theorem can be applied whether the graph Γ(k, q) is directed or not.
Exact values for g(k, q) through Hamming GP-graphs
Here we give a general expression for g(k, q) using GP-graphs which are also Hamming graphs, since they have known diameter. From this result, we will show that every positive integer is the Waring's number for a certain pair (k, q).
A Hamming graph H(b, q) is a graph with vertex set V = K b where K is any set of size q (typically F q in applications), and where two b-tuples form and edge if and only if they differ in exactly one coordinate. Clearly, H(b, q) is a connected graph with diameter b.
From now on, we will adopt the following notation. For a positive integer b we put
Theorem 4.1. Let p be a prime and let a, b be positive integers.
Proof. Let m = ab. If b = 1, we clearly have g(1, p m ) = 1 and hence (4.2) holds.
Now, those GP-graphs which are Hamming graphs are characterized in [11] . In fact,
and therefore, by Theorem 3.3, we have
We now give some easy sufficient conditions assuring that 1 b Ψ b (x) is an integer. Lemma 4.2. Let x and b be integers. Thus, we have:
As a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.2, we have the following conditions ensuring that (4.2) holds. Similarly, taking m = 6, the only divisor of 2 6 − 1 = 7 · 9 of the form b(2 a − 1) is 3(2 2 − 1) = 9 which by (4.2) gives g(7, 64) = g( 2 4 +2 2 +1 3 , 2 6 ) = 3.
We now show that (4.2) can also hold for p a ≡ c (mod b) with c = ±1 (see (a) in Corollary 4.3).
Example 4.5. Let b = 9, m = 9a for some a and p any prime such that p a ≡ 7 (mod 9). Let x = p a . Since the order of x modulo 9 is 3, we have
By Theorem 4.1, we obtain that
, p 9a ) = 9
for any p a ≡ 7 (mod 9). For instance, if we take p = 7 and a = 1, we have g(747.289, 40.353.607) = g( 7 9 −1 9(7−1) , 7 9 ) = 9.
The Waring's function. We now define the Waring's function from Waring pairs. We now show that g is surjective. That is, every positive integer number is the Waring's number g(k, q) for some pair (k, q) in some (generically non-prime) finite field. 
Proof. Let p be a prime number that is coprime with b. Thus, p is a unit in Z b . Hence, there exists some positive integer a such that p a ≡ 1 (mod b). Let m = ab and k = 1 b Ψ(p a ), which is an integer by Lemma 4.2. Hence k | p m − 1. Thus, taking q = p m , we know that g(k, q) exists and, by Theorem 4.1, we further have that g(k, q) = b, as desired.
If b is odd, we choose p = 2 and a = ϕ(b). By Euler's Theorem 2 ϕ(b) ≡ 1 (mod b) and then (4.5) holds by Corollary 4.3.
The numbers provided by the proposition grow rapidly. For instance, for the first odd numbers, (4.5) give We close the section with some questions. Given b, does g take the value b infinitely many times? If this is the case, can we find a tower of finite fields {F i }, i.e. F i ⊂ F i+1 for all i, and a sequence of integers k i such that the associated Waring's numbers are the same, i.e.
In this section, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for positive coprime integers b and
This will allow us to apply Theorem 4.1 in different contexts. We denote by ord b (x) the order of x modulo b, i.e. the least positive integer s such that x s ≡ 1 (mod b). We consider the cases when b is squarefree, a prime power or the general case separately.
The case b is squarefree.
Lemma 5.1. Let x be an integer coprime with b = r 1 · · · r ℓ with r 1 < · · · < r ℓ primes. Then,
In particular, if r, r ′ are distinct primes, both coprime with x, we have the following: Proof. Clearly, b | Ψ b (x) if and only if r i | Ψ b (x) for all i = 1, . . . , ℓ. Thus, we will prove that r i | Ψ b (x) for i = 1, . . . , ℓ if and only if x ≡ 1 (mod r 1 ) and x b/r i ≡ 1 (mod r i ) for i = 2, . . . , ℓ.
We first show that r 1 | Ψ b (x) if and only if x ≡ 1 (mod r 1 ). Suppose that x ≡ 1 (mod r 1 ). As in the proof of Lemma 4.2, we have Ψ b (x) ≡ b (mod r 1 ). Thus, r 1 | Ψ b (x) since r 1 | b. For the converse, suppose that r 1 | Ψ b (x) and x ≡ 1 (mod r 1 ). Then, we have that
. Thus, some prime factor p of order ord r 1 (x) divides b/r 1 and hence p = r j for some j = 2, . . . , ℓ. On the other hand, p ≤ ord r 1 (x) ≤ r 1 − 1 < r 1 < r j for all j = 2, . . . , ℓ. This is a contradiction and hence x ≡ 1 (mod r 1 ).
For i = 2, . . . , ℓ, we will show that r i | Ψ b (x) if and only if x b/r i ≡ 1 (mod r i ). As before, x ≡ 1 (mod r i ) implies that r i | Ψ b (x). Now, if x b/r i ≡ 1 (mod r i ) and x ≡ 1 (mod r i ), we have that (5.2) holds for i = 2, . . . , ℓ. Thus Ψ b (x) ≡ 0 (mod r i ) since x − 1 ≡ 0 (mod r i ) and Z r i has no zero divisors. Now, if r i | Ψ b (x), then x b/r i − 1 ≡ 0 (mod r i ), by (5.2), as desired.
We now check the cases in (a)-(c). Clearly, (a) is a consequence of (5.1) taking h = 1. In case (b), we have b = 2r. Thus, b | Ψ b (x) if and only if x ≡ 1 (mod 2) and x 2 ≡ 1 (mod r).
Since (x, b) = 1, the statement x ≡ 1 (mod 2) and x 2 ≡ 1 (mod r) is equivalent to x ≡ ±1 (mod r). Finally, for (c), suppose that b = r 1 r 2 with r 1 ∤ r 2 − 1. By (5.1), we have that x r 1 ≡ 1 (mod r 2 ). Then, ord r 2 (x) | r 1 and this implies that ord r 2 (x) = 1 or ord r 2 (x) = r 1 . Notice that ord r 2 (x) cannot be r 1 , since if ord r 2 (x) = r 1 . Hence, r 1 | r 2 − 1 by Lagrange's theorem, which contradicts our assumption. Therefore ord r 2 (x) = 1. That is, x ≡ 1 (mod r 2 ) , and by the Chinese remainder's theorem we have that x ≡ 1 (mod b) , as desired.
The case b is a prime power.
Lemma 5.2. Let r be a prime and x ∈ N such that (x, r) = 1. For any t ∈ N we have
Proof. Suppose that r t | Ψ r t (x). Since x is coprime with r we have ord r t (x) | ϕ(r t ) = r t−1 (r − 1) and hence κ = ϕ(r t ) ord r t (x) ∈ Z. Thus, we can put ord r t (x) = r h s for some s | r − 1 and h ≤ t − 1. It suffices to show that s = 1. Notice that
By modularity we have
x j (mod r t ) and
This implies that
x j + Ψ r t−1 (x) (mod r t ).
By hypothesis we have Ψ r t (x) ≡ 0 (mod r t ). Thus, multiplying (5.4) by x − 1 we get
In this way we have x r t−1 ≡ 1 (mod r t ). Therefore, ord r t (x) | r t−1 , that is s = 1 as desired.
For the converse, assume that ord r t (x) = r h for some h ≤ t − 1 with r odd. We will do induction on t. If t = 1, the statement follows from (a) of Lemma 5.1. Suppose now that t > 1 such that the statement holds for all 1 ≤ t ′ < t. By modularity,
Notice that x i runs over the group x when i runs over {0, 1, . . . , r h − 1}, then we have that
Since x is cyclic there is a unique subgroup for each divisor of # x . Therefore, if we take another element of order r h , then this element also generates x .
Since r is odd, we can choose an integer α such that α = (Z r s ) * for all s. Now, taking β = α (r−1)r t−1−h we have ord r t (β) = r h . Thus, x = β in (Z r t ) * and
It is enough to prove that r h | Ψ r h (β). Taking into account that t − 1 − h = h − 1 − (2h − t) and α is a primitive element, we obtain that
Clearly, if 2h ≤ t, then β ≡ 1 (mod r h ) and thus r h | Ψ r h (β). If 2h > t, we can take t ′ = h and h ′ = 2h − t. Then,
The case r = 2 can be proved by induction in the same way as before by using that if (x, 2) = 1 then by the Euler's theorem we have that ord 2 s (x) | ϕ(2 s ) = 2 s−1 for all s, that is ord 2 s (x) is a power of 2 for all s, and the proof is complete.
The general case, b any positive integer.
for every i. Therefore r t i i | Ψ b (x) for all i = 1, . . . , ℓ and hence b | Ψ b (x), as we wanted.
Exact values of g(
In this section we give sufficient (and in almost all cases necessary) conditions for (4.2) to hold. Then, we will obtain several families of exact values of Waring's numbers. Theorem 6.1. Let a, b be positive integers and let x = p a with p prime. Then,
holds in the following cases:
(a) If b = r is a prime different from p and x ≡ 1 (mod r).
(b) If b = 2r with r an odd prime, x coprime with b and x ≡ ±1 (mod r).
(c) If b = rr ′ with r < r ′ odd primes such that r ∤ r ′ − 1 and x ≡ 1 (mod rr ′ ). (d) If b = r 1 r 2 · · · r ℓ with r 1 < r 2 < · · · < r ℓ primes different from p with x ≡ 1 (mod r 1 ) and
Conversely, if (6.1) holds with b as in one of the items (a)-(e) then the condition for x stated in the corresponding item holds. Prime values of Waring's numbers. If p and r are distinct primes, by (a) of Theorem 6.1 we have (6.2) g( 1 r Ψ r (p ad ), p adr ) = r for any a ∈ N ⇔ d = ord r (p).
By studying the congruence classes of p modulo the first primes r = 2, 3, 5, 7 we have the following series of results.
Corollary 6.2. If p is an odd prime and a is a positive integer then
Proof. Straightforward from (a) of Theorem 6.1 with r = 2. Corollary 6.3. If p is a prime and a is a positive integer we have
Proof. Follows directly from (a) of Theorem 6.1 with r = 3, by noting that if p ≡ 2 (mod 3), then p a ≡ (−1) a ≡ 1 (mod 3) if and only if a is even. Similarly as before we get Corollary 6.5. If p is a prime and a is a positive integer then .
We now illustrate Corollaries 6.2 -6.5. Example 6.6. From (6.3), for any a ≥ 1 we have g( 3 a +1 2 , 3 2a ) = g( 5 a +1 2 , 5 2a ) = g( 7 a +1 2 , 7 2a ) = 2. Thus, for a = 1, 2, 3, we get g(2, 9) = g(5, 81) = g(14, 729) = 2 for p = 3, g(3, 25) = g(13, 625) = g(63, 15.625) = 2 for p = 5 and g(4, 49) = g(25, 2.401) = g(172, 117.649) = 2 for p = 7. Example 6.7. Since 11 ≡ 2 (mod 3), 11 ≡ 1 (mod 5), 11 ≡ 4 (mod 7) and 13 ≡ 1 (mod 3), 13 ≡ 3 (mod 5), 13 ≡ 6 (mod 7), by Corollaries 6.2 -6.5 we have Proof. Let b = 2r. If r = 3, then m = 6a. If x = p a , then x ≡ ±1 (mod 3) since p = 3 is prime. The result follows from (b) of the last theorem. Similarly for r = 5 if p = 5. Corollary 6.9. If p = 3, 5 is a prime and a a positive integer then we have ( Proof. It is a direct consequence of (d) of Theorem 6.1.
Power of primes and general values of Waring's numbers. We now consider b in general form. Given a positive integer b = r t 1 1 r t 2 2 · · · r t ℓ ℓ with r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r ℓ different primes, the radical of b is rad(b) = r 1 r 2 · · · r ℓ . We now exhibit an easy sufficient condition for (6.1) to hold. Proposition 6.11. Let p be a prime and a, b ∈ N such that p ∤ b. If ϕ(rad(b)) | a then
Proof. Let x = p a and suppose b = r t 1 1 · · · r t ℓ ℓ is the prime decomposition of b. By item (f ) of Theorem 6.1, it is enough to show that ord r t i
and ϕ(rad(b)) = ϕ(r 1 · · · r ℓ ) = (r 1 − 1) · · · (r ℓ − 1). Since r i − 1 | a for i = 1, . . . , ℓ, because r i − 1 | ϕ(rad(b)) and ϕ(rad(b)) | a by hypothesis, the Euler-Fermat's theorem implies that
Remark 6.12. In particular, if p is a prime not dividing an integer b, taking a = ϕ(rad(b)) in Proposition 6.11 we have the expression (6.10)
, p bϕ(rad(b)) ) = b depending only on b. Note that this complements and improves Proposition 4.7. In fact, (6.11) gives explicit Waring pairs for any positive integer b. Moreover, given b, we find a smaller pair (hence an smaller field) than in (4.5) such that g(k, q) = b.
As a consequence, when b is a prime power we get the following. Corollary 6.13. Let p, r be different primes and let a, t ∈ N. If r − 1 | a, then we have that (6.11) g( 1 r t Ψ r t (p a ), p ar t ) = r t . In particular, for every a ∈ N and every odd prime r we have
Proof. The first expression follows directly from Proposition 6.11 with b = r t . The remaining expressions follow directly from (6.11) by taking r = 2 and a = r − 1 respectively. Example 6.14. (i) Taking p = 2, r = 3 and t = 2 in (6.11) we have g( 1 9 Ψ 9 (2 2 ), 2 18 ) = g(9.709, 2 18 ) = 9.
(ii) Taking r = 2 and t = 2, 3, 4 in the first expression in (6.12) we get for any odd prime p and any positive integer a (for t = 1 we get (6.3)). ♦ Remark 6.15. Note that Corollary 6.13 gives infinite families of Waring's numbers (k i , q i ) such that g(k i , q i ) = b with b = r t . In particular, taking any sequence {a i } with a i | a i+1 for all i, we get a tower of finite fields F i = F q a i , q = p r t , such that g(k i , q i ) = b for every i, where k i = 1 b Ψ b (p a i ) and q i = q a i , thus answering the question posed at the final of Section 4.
7.
A lower bound for g(k, p) from circulant GP-graphs
As we saw in Section 2, there are two lower bounds for Waring's numbers given by (2.3) and (2.4) . In this section, by using the known estimates of certain circulant graphs, we will find another lower bound for g(k, p) in the case p is prime. Proposition 7.1. Let p be an odd prime and h ∈ N. If p ≡ 1 (mod 2h) then
In particular, if h √ h! p > h + 1 we have g( p−1 2h , p) ≥ ⌈ 1
Proof. A circulant graph is the Cayley graph of a cyclic group, i.e. Cay(Z m , S) with S any subset of Z m not containing 0 (not necessarily symmetric). Notice that, since F p = Z p , the graph Γ(k, p) = Cay(Z p , R k ) is circulant. Recall that, when p is odd, R k is symmetric if and only if k | p−1 2 . By hypothesis, if we take k = p−1 2h ∈ Z then k | p−1 2 , i.e R k is symmetric in this case.
It is shown in [21] that the diameter of circulant graphs of a special form can be estimated. In fact, if C m,ℓ = Cay(Z m , S ℓ ) with S ℓ = {±1, ±a 2 , . . . , ±a ℓ } then
We now show that Γ(k, p) is the form C p,ℓ for some ℓ. Note that S ℓ = T ℓ ∪ (−T ℓ ) where T ℓ = {1, a 2 , . . . , a ℓ }. Thus, we are lead to show that R k = {x k : x ∈ Z * p } is S ℓ with ℓ = h = p−1 2k . Clearly, 1 ∈ R k since R k is a multiplicative subgroup of F * p . By symmetry, x k ∈ R k if and only if −x k ∈ R k , and x k = −x k since p is odd. Also, it is clear that |R k | = p−1 k and hence ℓ = p−1 2k . Thus, Γ(k, p) = C p, p−1 2k . This and Theorem 3.3 together imply g(k, p) = δ(Γ k,p ) = δ(C p,h ).
The result thus follows by (7.2) with m = p and ℓ = h = p−1 2k .
As a direct consequence of the last proposition we get the following bounds for the smallest values of h in (7.1), i.e. h = 2, 3, 4, 5. if p ≡ 1 (mod 8).
Example 7.3. Consider the prime 37, we have 37 ≡ 1 (mod 2h) for h = 2, 3, 6. Hence, by the Corollary (7.2) we have g(9, 37) ≥ ⌈ Thus, by the first item (a) in §2.2 we get 3 ≤ g(9, 37) ≤ 9, 2 ≤ g(6, 37) ≤ 6, 1 ≤ g(3, 37) ≤ 3.
